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A FINAL WARNING

Cases of vaccine-induced VAIDS on the rise due to mass covid
vaccination
BY ETHANH // 2021-12-10
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A new paper published in The Lancet suggests that the more "vaccines" a person
gets injected with for the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19), the faster his or her body
succumbs to an AIDS-like immune wasting syndrome called VAIDS. Vaccine
Acquired Immune De�ciency Syndrome begins immediately following the �rst round
of injections. And experts worry that with each subsequent "booster" shot, this
process of "immune erosion," as they call it, only continues to accelerate. For their
research, scientists compared the health outcomes between vaccinated and
unvaccinated people in Sweden. Roughly 1.6 million individuals in both groups were
studied over the course of nine months. What was discovered is that the fully
vaccinated only have a smattering of immune protection for a very short amount of
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time – at most six months. After that, the arti�cial "immunity" provoked by the
injections wanes rapidly, leaving a fully vaccinated person with no protection against
infection of any kind, just like AIDS. The unvaccinated, meanwhile, were found to
maintain true and lasting immunity because their bodies were not jabbed with
immune degrading spike proteins and other mystery chemicals that we now know
chip away at the immune system week after week post-injection. "Doctors are calling
this phenomen[on] in the repeatedly vaccinated 'immune erosion' or 'acquired
immune de�ciency,' accounting for elevated incidence of myocarditis and other post-
vaccine illnesses that either affect them more rapidly, resulting in death, or more
slowly, resulting in chronic illness," reported America's Frontline Doctors (AFLDS)
about the study's �ndings.

Covid jabs initiate a cascading failure of the body's immune
response

It is important to remember that covid vaccines are not actually vaccines, at least
not in the traditional sense. What they do is cause cells throughout the body to
produce just one small portion of the alleged SARS-CoV-2 virus: the spike protein. As
we have long warned, these injections are turning people's bodies into walking spike
protein factories, which causes the body to create antibodies to them. There are
serious problems with this, however, that lead to the progressive degradation of the
body's immune capacity and functionality. "First, these vaccines 'mis-train' the
immune system to recognize only a small part of the virus (the spike protein),"
AFLDS explains. "Variants that differ, even slightly, in this protein are able to escape
the narrow spectrum of antibodies created by the vaccines." "Second, the vaccines
create 'vaccine addicts,' meaning persons become dependent upon regular booster
shots, because they have been 'vaccinated' only against a tiny portion of a mutating
virus," the group adds. "Australian Health Minister Dr. Kerry Chant has stated that
COVID will be with us forever and people will 'have to get used to' taking endless
vaccines. 'This will be a regular cycle of vaccination and revaccination.'" A third thing
is the simple fact that the jabs do not in any way prevent infection in the nose and
upper airways, which is where fully vaccinated people tend to show the highest viral
loads. This causes the fully vaccinated to become those ever-dreaded
"superspreaders" and a serious danger to society. Former New York Times reporter
Alex Berenson warns that the inde�nite and uncontrolled autoimmune response to
the coronavirus spike protein that is provoked by these injections could produce "a
wave of antibodies called anti-idiotype antibodies or Ab2s that continue to damage
human bodies long after clearing either Sars-CoV-2 itself or those spike proteins that
the shots cause the body's cells to produce." The spike proteins themselves may
produce this second wave of antibodies as well, modulating the immune system's
initial response by binding with and ultimately destroying the �rst wave of
antibodies. The latest news about the proli�c damage caused by covid "vaccines"
can be found at ChemicalViolence.com. Sources for this article include:
AmericasFrontlineDoctors.org NaturalNews.com
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